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ABSTRACT
This paper evaluates different state-of-the-art approaches for
implementing an X-ray view in Augmented Reality (AR).
Our focus is on approaches supporting a better scene un-
derstanding and in particular a better sense of depth or-
der between physical objects and digital objects. One of
the main goals of this work is to provide effective X-ray
visualization techniques that work in unprepared outdoor
environments. In order to achieve this goal, we focus on
methods that automatically extract depth cues from video
images. The extracted depth cues are combined in ghosting
maps that are used to assign each video image pixel a trans-
parency value to control the overlay in the AR view. Within
our study, we analyze three different types of ghosting maps,
1) alpha-blending which uses a uniform alpha value within
the ghosting map, 2) edge-based ghosting which is based on
edge extraction and 3) image-based ghosting which incorpo-
rates perceptual grouping, saliency information, edges and
texture details. Our study results demonstrate that the lat-
ter technique helps the user to understand the subsurface
location of virtual objects better than using alpha-blending
or the edge-based ghosting.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Mul-
timedia Information Systems—Artificial, augmented, and vir-
tual realities

Keywords
Augmented Reality, X-ray, Visualization, Evaluation

1. INTRODUCTION
X-ray visualization is a visualization technique tradition-

ally often used in medical visualization that reveals oth-
erwise hidden information to the user simulating the out-
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put of X-ray imaging. X-ray visualization is nowadays also
commonly used in Augmented Reality (AR). Normally, AR
provides an interface that allows an integration of digital
data into our physical environment using visual overlays.
Combined with X-ray visualization techniques we can blend
the visible with the normally hidden information in an AR
view of our environment and thereby create new types of
applications. These applications range from applications in
the surveying domain where the X-ray visualization in AR
are used to reveal hidden subsurface infrastructure such as
underground pipes [20], or medical applications visualizing
minimally invasive procedures in AR giving the surgeon the
feeling to have the ability to see through the skin or body
[2].

For achieving a convincing Augmented Reality experience
we need a seamless integration of digital data into the phys-
ical world. This is a big challenge for X-ray visualizations in
AR. In particular the problem of missing depth cues (e.g.,
relative size, occlusion, shadows) affect the quality of visual
integration (Figure 1). Humans are naturally not used to
having the visual ability of an X-ray view and to looking
inside objects. This raises several questions such as: How
do we communicate occlusions and the order of objects in
X-ray AR visualizations?

Figure 1: Näıve AR overlay of digital assets for civil
engineering. Augmented digital subsurface informa-
tion seems to float over the ground due to missing
depth cues making it hard to get a reasonable scene
understanding.



Figure 2: AR views using different approaches of extracting depth cues from a video image. (Left) Random
occlusion cues randomly preserve image information but can not transport the depth order. (Middle) Only
edges are preserved to provide depth cues. (Right) Using important image regions based on a saliency
computation as depth cues creates the impression of subsurface objects.

1.1 Motivation
The main goal of this paper is to compare different visual-

ization techniques aiming for a better spatial understanding
of depth order for occluded objects in X-ray AR visualiza-
tions. While some techniques require full scene knowledge
(e.g., geometry and texture information of the scene), we
focus on techniques that create depth cues solely from infor-
mation in the camera image (e.g., edges). We thereby ad-
dress the issue of achieving a seamless integration of digital
content into the physical world by detecting and maintain-
ing physical pictorial cues from the camera image. If natural
pictorial cues are not sufficiently presented in an AR visu-
alization, the scene will either look unnatural or produce a
wrong perception of the order of objects in the scene. Miss-
ing occlusion cues in an X-ray view may also lead for instance
to perceiving virtual subsurface objects as to be floating over
the ground (Figure 1). Besides order of objects in the X-ray
visualization, we are also interested in communicating the
shape of the objects visualized in the X-ray view.

Our research is driven by industrial demands and focused
to develop AR visualization techniques that support profes-
sionals working within the civil engineering industries. Our
work should later help workers in the field to plan excava-
tions without damaging underlying infrastructure. The civil
engineering industry requests a better general understanding
of the subsurface infrastructure without using paper maps
and before starting with the actual excavation. One of our
main interest in this context is to answer the question of
how to support a comprehensible visualization of subsurface
infrastructure. In the course of our research, we found that
there is no existing research investigating if AR visualization
techniques help users to understand the depth ordering of
occluded objects in a better way.

There are a few works in X-ray AR investigating the effect
of visualization techniques on the performance and depth
understanding of users. For instance, Livingston et al. inves-
tigated the effect of different X-ray visualization techniques
on the ability of users to map a digital object into a set of
depth zones [16, 15] with the main focus on the depth or-
der of digital objects and multiple layers of occlusions. The
works of Sandor et al. studied the effect of different X-ray
visualization techniques, such as saliency-based and edges-
based ghostings, and view distortion technique on accuracy
of absolute depth estimation and task completion time [19,

4]. In general, absolute depth estimation in X-ray AR is
a highly complex tasks, since humans are not used to this
kind of vision and some natural depth cues are not working,
such as occlusion and height in visual field [3]. Thus, some
of these experiments showed no significant effect of using X-
ray visualisation techniques for absolute depth estimation
[4]. Consequently in our work, we reduce the complexity of
depth estimation to ordinal estimations. For many appli-
cations, it is already beneficial if the user understands the
depth order of objects, e.g. if an object is in front or behind
another object.

There are other works that compare X-ray visualisation
techniques to non-AR interfaces, such as the work of Dey
et al. [5], where the authors analyzed the effectiveness of
saliency-based X-ray AR visualization techniques for navi-
gation in comparison to map interfaces. The results showed
that navigation hints displayed with an X-ray AR system
have a positive effect on reducing context switches compared
to map interfaces [5].

Some works focus on the perceptual effects of ”visible” AR
visualization techniques, but not on X-ray AR visualization,
such as supporting the depth understanding using additional
depth cues [14], shadow planes or color markings [21]. Since
the focus of our research is the visualization of occluded
objects, we will not explain these techniques in more detail.

To our knowledge none of the existing works investigates
if X-ray visualization techniques helps users to understand
the order between physical and digital content in scenes with
occluded objects in a single-layer setup [22].

1.2 Contribution
The main focus of this paper is the important aspect of

the effect of image-based X-ray AR visualization techniques
on the understanding of depth order while also maintaining
shape information about occluded objects. The contribution
of this paper is the evaluation of different X-ray visualiza-
tion techniques in AR with respect to identifying order and
communicating shape information.

2. BACKGROUND
Related works can be roughly categorized into two cate-

gories. Firstly, works that address depth perception in X-ray
AR and secondly, works that specifically address occlusions
in X-ray AR.
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Figure 3: Image-based ghostings. (Left) Input camera image of an urban scene. (Middle) Extracted important
image regions, such as edges, saliency and texture details are integrated into a ghosting map. (Right) Ghosting
preserves important image parts in the final rendering and provides a convincing integration of the virtual
pipes into the street scene.

2.1 Depth Perception in X-ray AR
Cutting presented a set of different cues that are impor-

tant for for depth perception in general [3]. They comprise
occlusion, relative size, height in visual field, convergence,
aerial perspective and relative density. Since humans use
these cues for building a mental model of a scene, these cues
are also important to maintain for a seamless integration of
digital and physical content in AR. If some depth cues are
not available, spatial information is not coherent and the
user will note that something is wrong in the scene. Some
of these depth cues are already provided by the general AR
rendering pipeline, such as the relative size: a virtual per-
spective camera will render more distanced objects smaller.
But some cues, such as the occlusion between virtual and
physical elements have to be generated additionally.

Occlusion cues give an ordinal measurement of objects,
and are assumed to be the strongest of all pictorial depth
cues, and to work at all distances [3]. Unfortunately, they
are not automatically provided by a näıve AR overlay.

There are two main problems that have to be addressed to
provide an adequate occlusion management in AR. Firstly,
if there is no accurate 3D representation of the scene avail-
able (which is often the case), the depth order of virtual
and physical objects has to be estimated from the camera
image. Secondly, in X-ray AR it has to be decided which
information of a physical occluding object is preserved in
the final rendering. This decision depends on the required
visibility of the occluded objects, the required visibility of
occluding objects, but also on the minimum number of oc-
clusion cues that has to be preserved to achieve a seamless
scene integration. A convincing occlusion management finds
the best compromise between sufficient number of occlusion
cues, preserving the occluder’s structure, and object visibil-
ity. Thereby, it is important that the cues preserve not only
the appearance of the occluding object but also its struc-
ture. In Figure 2, we show the problem that appears when
only random image elements are used as occlusion cues to
preserve the appearance of the street, but not the struc-
ture. In AR exist several occlusion management techniques

that address this challenge in different ways. While cut-
away techniques provide additional depth cues they often
replace a large amount of the physical scene with virtual
cutout geometries [23]. Ghosting techniques address the oc-
clusion problem differently as they try to find a compromise
between visibility of occluder and occluded object [6]. The
basic idea of ghosting techniques in AR is to preserve se-
lected information from the physical world by rendering it
on top of the digital object. This raises the questions what
information should be preserved and in what amount (opac-
ity). Former work describes model-based approaches that
use a 3D representation of the occluder to determine impor-
tant scene structures [11]. However, model-based ghostings
techniques have a big disadvantage since they rely on the
availability of a 3D model of the physical world. In prac-
tical situations, this kind of 3D model does often not exist
or the 3D model does not precisely align with the physical
world as the model is not accurate enough or the tracking of
an AR system is too imprecise. This is in particular a prob-
lem in outdoor environments where we usually do not have a
precise representation of the environment at hand or where
a precisely scanning of the scene information is a complex
and expensive task. Even if a perfectly registered 3D model
of the occluder exists, the exact texture of the model might
be missing. This makes the computation of the adequate
amount of preservation difficult. For the case of exact reg-
istered data Mendez et al. proposed a method that is based
on using pre-defined masks [17]. Other researchers addressed
the problem of having no precise 3D models of the physical
environment available, by using information extracted from
camera images, such as edges [12], salient regions [19] or
a combination of salient regions, edges and texture details
[22].

In this paper, we compare techniques that extracts occlu-
sion cues solely from video images. These methods are based
on the assumption that the depth order between virtual ob-
jects and the physical world is known. This assumption is
valid for scenes where all digital objects would be normally
occluded as they are located under or behind the physical



objects seen by the camera (Figure 1). We refer to this
assumption as single layer occlusions, which applies, for ex-
ample, for underground infrastructure visualizations.

Image-based ghosting techniques decide which informa-
tion of the physical environment should be preserved by an-
alyzing camera images and heuristically extracting key in-
formation. For this purpose, these techniques analyze edges,
salient locations and texture details from the camera stream.
These features are then used as input for the ghostings.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 (Right) contrast a näıve augmenta-
tion with an image-based ghosting in an outdoor AR appli-
cation. The first image presents the problem of augmenting
virtual data without considering the underlying camera im-
age. The second image shows that the ghosting approach
helps to infer the spatial positions of objects.

2.2 Addressing Occlusion in X-ray AR
Image-based techniques achieve visual coherence by ex-

tracting physical cues from video images. They are the
first choice for creating physical cues in situations where
the depth order of virtual and physical world is known (e.g.
through a semantic meaning as it is the case when visualiz-
ing subsurface infrastructure) and no accurate and precisely
registered 3D model of the occluding physical world object
is available. Important elements from the camera image are
extracted (Figure 3, Left) and mapped to a ghosting map
(Figure 3, Middle). The ghosting map is then used to com-
bine the camera image and the digital geometries to create
the final AR visualization (Figure 3, Right).

Such an image-based approach has been introduced by
Kalkofen et al. [12]. In their work, they propose to extract
edges from a camera image and use them to create edge-
based ghostings. The edges are rendered on top of the vir-
tual content (Figure 2, Middle). Bichlmeier et al. extended
this approach by using a combination of edges and bright
pixels as physical depth cues [2]. Another approach that
uses edges as input to create physical cues is the method of
Avery et al. [1]. They apply edges to improve their X-ray
vision system in outdoor environments. Based on this work,
Sandor et al. later on proposed to us saliency information as
depth cues. Their approach computes saliency masks from
the camera image and the layer of virtual content to decided
which information should be preserved in the final rendering
[19]. At the same time, Zollmann et al. introduced a method
that incorporates visual saliency, edges and texture details
to compute a ghosting map [22]. Furthermore, this method
preserves perceptual grouping by using a super-pixels repre-
sentation of the camera image.

3. X-RAY VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES
The simplest form of implementing X-ray visualization in

AR is based on alpha-blending. We will refer to this tech-
nique as GA in the following. Such an näıve ghosting ap-
proach preserves both digital content and video content in
equal measure by using half transparent objects. However,
this approach disregards the fact that each image region may
require a different amount of preservation due to properties
and importance of each region.

In order to address this problem, sophisticated ghosting
techniques focus on the question what has to be preserved
in each image region and in which amount. The idea is to
analyze the physical scene to be augmented and calculate a
transfer function that maps the video image into a ghosting

map [22]. The ghosting map indicates the importance of
each pixel in the scene and whether it should be preserved in
the final rendering or not. The ghosting map calculation can
be based on 2D image information such as edges or salient
regions, but also on a 3D model [13]. In the following, we
will focus on image-based techniques as they are required in
outdoor environments. For outdoor environments there are
usually no highly textured 3D models available that can be
used as input for model-based techniques. But even if 3D
models exist (e.g., from Google Earth) it is highly unlikely
that they display up-to-date information or that they are
accurately registered.

Image-based methods extract all information for creating
a ghosting map from the camera stream. For instance, an
edge-based ghosting technique maps each pixel that is part
of an edge detected in the current camera image to a fully
or nearly fully opaque rendering and pixels that are not part
of an edge to a transparent value. In the following, we will
refer to this technique as edge-based ghostings GE .

Edge-based ghosting methods work often well in scenes
with a decent amount of dominant edges. However, these
methods work on a per-pixel basis and in scenes that contain
a large amount of regions with similar visual characteristics,
such per-pixel based method stand in contrast to the per-
ceptual theories such as the Gestalt laws. The Gestalt laws
of grouping state that humans do not only use single entities
to process their perception but use the complete structure
[8]. The Gestalt law of similarity states that entities with
similar characteristics are more likely to be perceived as part
of one group. If the applied visualization technique only ma-
nipulates selected entities such as pixels, this grouping may
be destroyed reducing the comprehensibility.

In order to support perceptual grouping, we analyze a
third method that incorporates both per-pixel image fea-
tures and features computed from larger regions [22]. These
regions are computed as superpixels to preserve perceptual
grouping [18]. Based on this over-segmentation, the method
computes visual characteristics for each region and uses them
as input for creating a super pixel based ghosting map.
Visual characteristics for this method include edge infor-
mation, saliency, and texture details for each region and
and are combined to obtain the amount of preservation for
each super pixel. Additionally, if a region is found to be
less important and lacks important structures, this ghosting
method uses synthetic region-dependent structures to pre-
serve a sketch-like representation of the region. According to
Zollmann et al., we will refer to this method as image-based
ghostings GI in the following description [22].

4. USER EVALUATION
In order to understand how existing ghosting techniques

perform, we investigate the effect of different X-ray tech-
niques on depth perception in a user study. Within the
study we compared an image-based ghosting method (GI)
with alpha-blending (GA) and an edge-based ghosting tech-
nique using edges for preserving image features (GE) [1].
The goal is to investigate if the image-based ghostings per-
form better than alpha-blending and edges in terms of depth
perception. Furthermore, we analyze if the user is still able
to understand the shapes of the hidden virtual objects in
the scene, even if these objects are partially occluded by the
extracted image information.

It is important to note that in this work, we on focus on



Figure 4: Different test scenes for the evaluation. (Left) Condition Alpha-Blending GA, (Middle) Condition
Edge-based Ghostings GE, (Right) Condition Image-based Ghostings GI . The test scenes using GA and GE

demonstrate the effect of missing depth cues, pipes seem to float over the ground. In contrast GI provides
additional depth cues and provides a information about the depth order between virtual pipes and street.

effect of the discussed three visualization techniques on the
spatial understanding. There are several aspects within each
of the visualization techniques that could be varied as addi-
tional variables, such as the color of the digital objects, the
complexity of objects or different levels transparency. For
instance, the adaptation of color of digital assets could con-
tribute to readability as shown by previous works on active
rendering styles in AR [7, 9]. However, we decide to not use
color adaption as an additional variable since there are sev-
eral application fields where such an adaption is not desired.
For instance, for the visualisation of underground infrastruc-
ture color patterns are usually fixed since they transport
semantic information for the user.

Another parameter that we did not include into our study
design are multiple transparency levels. There is some re-
search in X-ray AR that suggest to use different transparency
levels for encoding depth information of virtual objects (e.g.
[16]). However, we decided against using transparency as ad-
ditional variable, since other research has shown that higher
levels of transparency could have an impact on readability
[10]. In order to avoid an impact on the shape understand-
ing, we used a fixed transparency level for all visualization
techniques to provide a fair comparison between the tech-
niques.

4.1 Hypotheses
For our user evaluation on X-ray techniques, we state the

following hypotheses. We hypothesize that participants un-
derstand the subsurface location of virtual objects better us-
ing image-based ghostings (GI) than using alpha-blending
(GA) or the edge-based ghosting technique (GE). Further-
more, we hypothesize that the used visualization technique
does not affect shape perception.

• H1: Image-based ghostings will outperform edge-based
ghostings and simple alpha-blending in terms of a con-
vincing depth perception. Using image-based ghost-
ings, the user will have a stronger perception that ob-
jects are located subsurface.

• H2: The choice of visualization technique has no in-
fluence on the correctness of perceived shapes. The
human visual system of the users will complete shapes
automatically.

4.2 Experimental Platform
The comparability between the test scenes and the possi-

bility to perform the study on a set of different test scenes
with different characteristics had a high priority during the
design of our study. Furthermore, we wanted to preclude
external influences such as an unstable tracking or the in-
fluence of sensor noise from our study. In order to achieve
these goals, we decided to prepare a set of static AR scenes
in advance using the three different visualization techniques
instead of letting participants use our outdoor X-ray AR sys-
tem [20]. Another advantage of this design decision is that
we are able to focus on occlusion cues. Depth cues resulting
from motion are excluded when using the static scenes.

All scenes contain urban scenarios that are common when
inspecting subsurface infrastructures, the application sce-
nario we aim for. We differentiate between street scenes that
contain a lot of important information such as cross walks
and scenes containing less important information such as
plain streets or grass. In addition, we use two different types
of content. Content that belongs to a scenario of inspecting
subsurface infrastructure (pipes) and abstract content (red
spheres with different sizes). For all tested scenes we ap-



Figure 5: Contour difference analysis. (Left) Ground truth mask. (Middle) Mask from user input. (Right)
Difference between ground truth mask and user input.

ply Phong shading to provide additional depth information
about the virtual objects.

The settings for the visualization techniques are fixed for
all scenes. For the alpha-blending the composition is com-
puted based on the virtual content (V ) and physical scene
(P ) as

CA = αV + (1 − α)P. (1)

We set the value for α to a fixed value of 0.5 for the study.
As discussed before, an additional option would be to use
different values for alpha as another variable in the study.
However, in order to make the alpha-blending technique bet-
ter comparable to the other ghosting techniques we decided
to use one fixed value for α.

For computing the composition for GE we extract edge
information and map it to a ghosting map (α(x, y)). The
composition for GE as well as for GI is then given by

CG = α(x, y)V + (1 − α(x, y))P. (2)

4.3 Task and Procedure
We divided the study in two tasks. At first, a participant

had to inspect each scene and to provide a rating about the
depth perception. Thereby, the ordinal depth perception
was based on a Likert scale ranging from 1 = strongly un-
derground, 2 = underground, 3 = rather underground, 4 =
undecided, 5 = rather overground, 6 = overground and 7
= strongly overground. We told the participants that the
scenes may contain subsurface as well as overground objects.
Nevertheless, all scenes contain subsurface objects. We de-
cided to do so in order to give the user no previous knowledge
about the scene configuration and to have complete freedom
when choosing the spatial location of the virtual objects.

After completing this task, the participant was asked to
draw an outline of the virtual objects for scenes that con-
tained virtual pipes. For this task, the user interface for the
study provided an input functionality for drawing polygonal
objects on the AR scene by mouse clicks. The output of the
drawing process for each scene is the outline of the virtual
pipes perceived by the participants. We compared the filled
outlines ((Figure 5, Middle)) with a binary ground truth
mask of the virtual objects (Figure 5, Left). The difference
between both masks resulted in a contour difference mea-
surement ((Figure 5, Right), which was used to determine
the ability of users to correctly understand the shape of the
object. To compute the contour difference D, we used the

amount of pixels that differ from the ground truth mask nD

and divided it by the amount of pixels nGT from the ground
truth mask

D =
nD

nGT
. (3)

This task was repeated for 12 different scenes using the
same visualization technique, but showing different content.
After finishing these scenes, participants were asked about
their experience with the applied visualization technique us-
ing a questionnaire. Afterwards, the technique was changed
and the new technique was used for the same scenes as be-
fore. The order of the visualization techniques was random-
ized using Latin Squares. In a final questionnaire, we asked
the participants to give a rating on their preferences accord-
ing depth perception, coherence and general comprehension.
The overall study duration for each participant was approx-
imately thirty-five minutes.

4.4 Pilot Study
Before we started with the main study, we conducted a

pilot with five users to find out if our experimental design is
sound and to understand if the test is too exhausting for the
participants. From the user feedback during the pilot study,
we learned that we should remove the abstract shape condi-
tion for the contour drawing since the participants reported
that these shapes were too simple and to easy to complete
and on the other hand quite exhausting to draw due to the
sphere shape. Overall, the pilot study showed that the par-
ticipants seem to perceive the subsurface objects more being
located underground when using the image-based ghosting
GI (compare with Figure 6 Left, average rating 2.43). Con-
trarily, for GE they seem to be rather undecided (average
4.33) and for GA they seem to more likely to rate the loca-
tion being overground (average 5.39). The pilot study also
showed that there seems to be only a small difference in
shape understanding as the contour difference for all three
conditions are similar (Figure 6, Right). These findings en-
couraged us to proceed with the given study design with the
described minimal adjustments.

4.5 Participants
We invited 15 people with various backgrounds to take

part in the final experiment (5 female, 10 male, age ranging
from 22 to 35). The experience with AR of the participants
ranged from not familiar at all to very familiar. We used
a repeated measure design for the study. Each participant
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Figure 6: Results of the pilot study. (Left) Ratings of the subsurface location of the virtual content. (Right)
Contour difference measurement in %.

performed all three visualization techniques GA,GE and GI

for all 12 scenes in randomized order.

5. RESULTS
For each participant we averaged the depth perception rat-

ing and the contour difference for each technique, resulting
in an overall depth perception rating and an overall contour
difference. We performed a repeated measure ANOVA on
this data in order to analyze the effect of technique on over-
all depth perception rating and overall contour difference.

5.1 Quantitative Results
In the following we report on the achieved quantitative

results.

Depth Perception.
The output of the ANOVA for overall depth perception

rating shows that the F-statistics is 71.685 with a p-value
≈ 0.0. We can clearly reject the null hypothesis of equal
means for the overall depth perception rating of all three
visualization techniques. This shows that there is an signif-
icant effect of technique on depth perception.

In order to find the significant differences between the
single techniques, we used a post-hoc test. The pairwise
T-Test (P value adjustment method: bonferroni) showed
that there are significant differences between all three meth-
ods. GI showed a significantly better perception (M =
2.95, compare with Figure 7, Left) of the subsurface lo-
cation of the virtual objects than the simple blending GA

(M = 5.37, GA −GI : p ≈ 0.0) and state-of-the-art ghosting
GE (M=3.79, GI −GE : p = 0.004). GE also performs bet-
ter than GA(GA −GE : p ≈ 0.0). This confirms hypothesis
H1 that the image-based ghostings are outperforming edges
and alpha-blending in terms of transferring the subsurface
location of objects. Users have a stronger perception that
objects are located subsurface.

Object understanding.
The output of the ANOVA for the overall contour dif-

ference shows that F= 1.204 and has a p-value p=0.315.
We cannot reject the null hypothesis of equal means for the
accuracy of outlines during usage of the three visualization
techniques. Consequently, there is no difference between the
techniques, which confirms hypothesis H2 that the visualiza-
tion technique has no influence on the shape perception and

users can find the outline with the same accuracy.

5.2 Qualitative Results
We were able to confirm the findings on depth percep-

tion from the quantitative test with results from the ques-
tionnaires of the study. After working with each technique
the participants were asked to rate this technique accord-
ing to the questions ”A: The subsurface visualizations us-
ing the X-ray technique was confusing”, B: ”The subsurface
location of virtual objects in the scene was hard to under-
stand” and C: ”The shape of the virtual objects was compli-
cated to understand.”. For question A and B, participants
rated the image-based ghosting technique GI better than
the other techniques (Figure 8). GI was rated with with
M=2.3 for question A and M=2.3 for question B. The rating
reflects an average rating between ”disagree”and ”rather dis-
agree” for the image-based ghosting technique. In contrast,
alpha-blending GA was rated with M=4.2 for question A
and M=4.9 for question B, which reflects a value between
undecided and rather agree. For the method GE , the partic-
ipants seemed to be rather undecided, since they rated the
technique with M=3.2 for question A and M=3.4 for ques-
tion B, a value between rather disagree and undecided. We
found an significant effect between technique and both ques-
tions (ANOVA for question A: F = 7.188, p = 0.003 and B:
F = 10.334, p = 0.0004). The pairwise T-Test shows only
significance between image-based ghosting technique GI and
the näıve overlay GA (question A: p = 0.004 and question
B: p ≈ 0.0). This means on the one hand, that GE performs
not significantly better then the näıve overlay. On the other
hand, it shows that the image-based ghosting technique does
perform significantly better.

The third question shows that even if the participants
showed similar performance on understanding the shape in
the quantitative part of the study, they rated the compre-
hension of the shape of the virtual objects slightly more
complicated than with the other techniques (question C:
GA = 1.4, GE = 1.6, GI = 2.5). This measured difference
between image-based ghostings and the alpha-blending tech-
niques was significant (ANOVA F=10.334, p=0.0004, T-Test
GI −GA: p=0.034). Nevertheless, the rating still indicates
that they disagreed or rather disagreed that the shape was
complicated to understand. Together with the quantitative
measurements, it seems that it was more complicated com-
pared to the other techniques, but still possible.
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Figure 7: User study results: Evaluating ghosting techniques. (Left) Results of the depth perception task.
(Right) Results of the accuracy test.

In a final questionnaire, we asked the participants to rate
their preferences in terms of depth perception, coherence and
general comprehension. They were asked to give their rat-
ings according to their preferences starting with one for the
favorite. As shown in Figure 9, the users preferred image-
based ghostings for all the questions over the other tech-
niques (GI : depth perception M=1.2, coherence M=1.4,
general M=1.4, GA: depth perception M=2.7, coherence
M=2.7, general M=2.6, GE : depth perception M=2.1, co-
herence M=1.9, general M=2.0). The ANOVA showed sig-
nificance for the effect of technique on the rating for (depth
perception: F=20.24 p ≈ 0.0, coherence: F= 11.82 p=0.0002
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Figure 8: Results user study: User ratings for each
technique for the following questions. ”A: The sub-
surface visualizations using the X-ray technique was
confusing”, B: ”The subsurface location of virtual
objects in the scene was hard to understand” and C:
”The shape of the virtual objects was complicated
to understand.”

and general comprehension F=7.875, p=0.002).
For the depth perception the pairwise T-Test shows a sig-

nificance between the ratings for all three technique (GI −
GA : p ≈ 0.0, GI − GE : p = 0.0002, and GA − GE : p =
0.0047). This means that the participants clearly prefer
image-ghostings for depth perception. The pairwise T-Test
for the question asking for the coherence of the presented X-
ray techniques shows significant effects between both ghost-
ing techniques GE and GI against the näıve overlay GA

(GI −GA: p ≈ 0.0 and GE −GA: p= 0.0013). Although GI

was rated with a higher preference and shows better perfor-
mance during the depth estimation tests, the user ratings
have no significant difference in the perceived coherence be-
tween GE and GI (p = 0.1388). Finally, for the rating
on general comprehension the pairwise T-Test (P value ad-
justment method: bonferroni) indicates that there is only
a significant difference between GI and alpha-blending GA

(GI -GA:p ≈ 0.0).

5.3 Discussion
Overall, the results confirm our initial hypothesis that

image-based ghostings outperform edge-based ghostings and
alpha-blending in terms of conveying the subsurface location
of digital below-surface objects, as well as our second initial
hypothesis that the visualisation technique has no negative
influence on the correctness of shape understanding.

Furthermore, the qualitative results show that there is
a significant effect of visualization techniques on the user
ratings. It seems that the participants preferred the image-
based ghostings over the alpha-blending. The edge-based
technique was in general not rated as being significantly
better than the näıve overlay. This is interesting, since it
confirms our assumption that for these urban scenes with
an AR overlay showing subsurface object, the edge informa-
tion provides not enough depth cues to improve the com-
prehension in comparison to a näıve overlay as given by the
alpha-blending.
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Figure 9: Results user study: User preferences on
depth perception, coherence and general compre-
hension.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we presented an evaluation of a set of state-

of-the art X-ray AR visualization techniques targeting the
visualization of subsurface infrastructure in outdoor envi-
ronments. X-ray AR visualization in outdoor applications
are often highly challenging. In contrast to indoor AR appli-
cation that often come with a smaller restricted workspace,
in outdoor application there is often no 3D representation
of the physical environment available. This makes it highly
challenging to preserve sufficient depth cues.

In order to address this challenge, image-based ghosting
methods were introduced that extract information that is
important to scene understanding from the video stream and
preserve them in the final AR composition. The goal of this
paper was to investigate the effect of a set of state-of-the-art
X-Ray visualization methods on the understanding of depth
order between digital objects and the physical world. Our
study revealed that image-based ghostings have a positive ef-
fect on the user’s understanding of the subsurface location of
virtual objects compared to alpha-blending and edge-based
ghostings.

In our study we used a set of scenes with a large variety in
urban scenes, such as street with markings, park areas, but
also plain streets. Although we did not analyze the effect
of the visual characteristics of the background to the spatial
understanding more in depth, user feedback let us assume
that the background has an influence on the reliability of
techniques. We leave this question open for future research.
Findings about such correlations could also be beneficial for
the development of new X-ray visualization techniques or
for the improvement of existing ones.

In general, existing image-based ghosting methods only
extract and use a small subset of information that could
improve the depth perception in X-ray AR visualization.
While current approaches rely on the analysis of bottom-up
features of images, more high-level concepts such as object
recognition could improve image-based ghosting techniques.
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